Ariel understands that today’s world is driven by the need for immediate and accurate access to information. This is why we’ve created the Ariel Response Center – the best place to start for world-class customer assistance.

With over 100 years of combined Ariel experience in Assembly, Spare Parts, and Manufacturing, our team’s sole purpose is to assist our distributors and end-users with compressor reconfiguration, operation, and maintenance concerns.

**ARIEL PROVIDES SUPPORT FOR:**

- Compressor valve sizing assistance
- Compressor configuration changes, including balance and lubrication changes
- Unit-specific information needs
- Assembly questions
- Answers to questions concerning obsolete parts
- Frame and cylinder interchangeability
- Unit-Specific As-Built Assistance

**EXTENDED SUPPORT**

The Ariel Response Center is available for support from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm (EST). Ariel’s 24-Hour Emergency Contact is available around the clock.

**TECHNICAL EXPERTISE**

When you contact the ARC, you’ll be working with compressor experts. You’ll have access to the people who understand Ariel compressors inside and out. They’ll work to answer your questions and get you the information you need.

**ALL THE FACTS**

The Knowledge Base is the ARC’s in-house knowledge database – where Ariel’s vast experience is put to use troubleshooting concerns and answering any questions.
CONTACT THE ARC WORLDWIDE

In order to provide you the best assistance on your Ariel compressor, please provide the following information when contacting the ARC: frame serial number, owner of the equipment, and location of the equipment.

- PHONE: ___________ 1+888.397.7766
- Int’l: ___________ 1+740.397.3602
- FAX: ___________ 1+740.397.1060
- Email: ___________ arc@arielcorp.com
- WEB: ___________ www.arielcorp.com
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